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a b s t r a c t

A fundamental problem in large scale, decentralized distributed systems is the efficient discovery of
information. This paper presents Squid, a peer-to-peer information discovery system that supports
flexible searches and provides search guarantees. The fundamental concept underlying the approach
is the definition of multi-dimensional information spaces and the maintenance of locality in these
spaces. The key innovation is a dimensionality reducing indexing scheme that effectively maps the
multi-dimensional information space to physical peers while preserving lexical locality. Squid supports
complex queries containing partial keywords, wildcards and ranges. Analytical and simulation results
show that Squid is scalable and efficient.

© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems enable entities at the edges of
the network to directly interact as equals and share information,
services and resources without centralized servers. Properties
such as decentralization, self-organization, dynamism and fault-
tolerance make these systems naturally scalable and attractive
solutions for applications in all areas of distributed computing.

The ability to efficiently discover information using partial
knowledge (for example queries containing keywords, wildcards
and ranges) is important and challenging in large, decentralized,
distributed sharing environments. Desired features of information
discovery/sharing systems include support for complex queries,
search guarantees, scalability, low response time, low communi-
cation overhead and ease of maintenance. Meeting all the require-
ments within a single system is not feasible. As a result existing
P2P information discovery/sharing systems differ in their struc-
ture, design tradeoffs, and behavior depending on the type of data
and the nature of sharing desired. Unstructured search systems
(e.g., [11,14]) are easy to maintain and allow complex queries but
do not offer any guarantees. Distributed Hash Table (DHT)-based
lookup systems (e.g., [18,26]) offer guarantees but only support
data lookup using exact identifiers. Further, the structured over-
lay used by these systems is expensive to maintain. More recently,
DHT-based lookup systems have been enhanced to support more
general searching using keywords (e.g., [1,19]). We call such sys-
tems structured keyword search systems. While these systems can
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offer search guarantees they also require maintenance of their
structured overlays.

This paper presents Squid [22], a DHT-based structured key-
word search system. Squid supports keyword searches, including
wildcards, partial keywords and ranges, and guarantees that the
informationwill be found if it exists in the system. The search char-
acteristics and performance of structured keyword search systems
largely depend on two factors. First, the indexing scheme used by
the DHT should preserve information locality, such that a query re-
questwill search a small number of nodes.1 Second, the distributed
query engine should be efficient and minimize the number of ad-
ditional nodes and messages involved in a query. In an ideal case a
query should only involve those nodes that store data elements rel-
evant to the query. However, in P2P systems query routing requires
involving other nodes and the query engine should minimize the
number of these additional nodes aswell as themessages involved.

Squid uses a locality-preserving indexing scheme based on
Space Filling Curves (SFC) [21]. Each data element that is indexed
and shared is described using a set of keywords. All the possible
keywords form a multi-dimensional keyword space and each data
element can be regarded as a point in this space. SFCs are used to
map this multi-dimensional keyword space to a one-dimensional
index space. Further, Squid takes advantage of the recursive nature
of SFCs to design an efficient query engine. The query engine
decentralizes the query resolution, allowing the querying process
to proceed in parallel at multiple nodes, typically the nodes that
store matching data elements for the query being resolved.

The SFC-based locality-preserving indexing scheme results in a
non-uniform data distribution in the index space. As a result load
1 In this article we use “node” and “peer” interchangeably.
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may not be balancedwhen the index ismapped to the nodes. Squid
uses load-balancing algorithms to balance the load at nodes.

This paper also analyzes the search characteristics and perfor-
mance of the Hilbert SFC indexing scheme used by Squid. Specifi-
cally, it shows that for a generic query matching p% of the data, the
number of nodes withmatching data approaches p% of all nodes in
the system. The results show that the SFC-based indexing scheme
is an effective solution for DHT-based structured keyword search
systems. The analytical results are validated using simulation. Sim-
ulations are also used to demonstrate the effectiveness and effi-
ciency of the query engine.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses related work. Section 3 presents the Squid architecture.
Section 4 analysis the behavior of the SFC indexing scheme used by
Squid. Section 5 presents a simulation-based evaluation of Squid.
Section 6 summarizes and concludes this paper.

2. Related work

Existing information storage/discovery systems can be broadly
classified as unstructured, hybrid or structured. Unstructured
systems, such as Gnutella [11], support complex queries including
wildcards and ranges. However they do not offer any search
guarantees, as they use flooding techniques to process queries.
Hybrid systems, such as Napster [16], use centralized directories
to provide guarantees which can limit their scalability.

Structured systems can be further classified as “DHT-based data
lookup” and “structured keyword search” systems. Data lookup
systems (e.g., [26,18,20]) guarantee that if information exists in the
system, it will be found by the peers within a bounded number
of hops. Information is located using unique and globally known
data identifiers and complex queries are not supported. Structured
keyword search systems extend data lookup systems with search
capabilities. Squid, the system presented in this paper, belongs to
this category.

Supporting complex queries with guarantees in P2P systems
is an important and challenging problem and has been addressed
extensively by recent efforts. Existing structured search systems
support queries with various degrees of complexity. pSearch [27]
and Reynolds and Vahdat [19] enhance data lookup systems
with keyword search capabilities. pSearch is a P2P system that
supports content and semantics-based searches. It is built on top
of CAN [18] and uses the Vector Space Model (VSM) [4] and Latent
Semantic Indexing (LSI) [4] to index the documents. Reynolds and
Vahdat propose an indexing scheme for P2P storage systems such
as Chord [26] and Pastry [20]. An inverted index is distributed
across the nodes using consistent hashing. Only complete keyword
searches are supported by these systems.

Andrzejak and Xu [1], P-Ring [9] and Skip Graphs [2] support
single-attribute range queries in addition to keyword searches.
Squid [22], Mercury [5], PlaceLab [7] and Ganesan et al. [10]
support multi-attribute range queries. The efficiency of these
systems depends on the indexing mechanism used to map data
onto nodes. Since it is desired that a minimal number of nodes
are contacted for each range query, maintaining data locality is
very important. Hashing is known to destroy data locality and can
make range queries very expensive [25]. Several indexing schemes
that preserve locality to different degrees have been proposed. The
simplest approach is to use the exact values for the attributes.
However, this approach limits the search to single attribute
ranges [9], or imposes a more complex overlay network such as
Mercury [5]wheremultiple simple overlays, one for each attribute,
are mapped onto the same set of nodes. In the SWORD [17] and
MAAN [6] systems, multiple DHTs are mapped onto the same
overlay, one for each attribute. A multi-attribute query is routed
using itsmost selective attribute on the corresponding DHT.MAAN
Fig. 1. Squid architecture — Overview.

uses a uniformly distributed, locality-preserving hashing function
for each attribute, which is constructed using that attribute’s
values distribution. The attribute’s value distribution has to be
known in advance. Other more complex indexing schemes, such
as SFCs [7,10] and kd-trees [10,3] have also been proposed.
NodeWiz [3], a tree-based overlay, supports multi-attribute range
queries in an environment where faults are rare and the failed
nodes can restore their state from stable storage.

Locality-preserving indexing schemes result in non-uniform
data distribution at nodes. As a result, explicit load-balancing
mechanisms are employed, such as the popular join–leave
mechanism [5,9] where a node moves to a more crowded part of
the overlay by leaving and re-joining the system. Place Lab [7] is
an exception and uses a two-layered indexing scheme— a locality-
preserving indexing on top of a consistent hashing mapping. As a
result, a range query is resolved by performing a lookup for every
value in the range, which makes the performance of the system
suboptimal.

Squid provides several capabilities not found in other struc-
tured keyword search systems. The systems based on a distributed
inverted index do not support ranges, partial keywords and wild-
cards. Furthermore, to our knowledge, Squid is the first P2P system
that supportsmulti-attribute range queries [22]- existing solutions
at the time Squid was proposed supported only single-attribute
queries. Squidwas also the first P2P system to use SFCs to index the
data. Andrzejak and Xu [1] used the inverse mapping (I-SFCs), sup-
porting queries based on only one attribute. SFCs have been used
more recently by several systems including Place Lab [7] andGane-
san et al. [10]. These systems use a similar approach to index data
and distribute the index across nodes. However, the query engine
is different. As mentioned above, Place Lab performs a lookup for
each value in the specified range,while the approachusedbyGane-
san et al. increases false-positives (e.g., non-relevant nodesmay re-
ceive the query) in order to reduce the number of sub-queries.

3. Squid-Architecture

Squid implements an Internet-scale distributed hash table
and consists of the following components: (1) a dimension-
reducing, locality-preserving indexing scheme, (2) a structured
overlay network, (3) a mapping from indices to nodes in the
overlay network, (4) load-balancing mechanisms, and (5) a query
engine for routing and efficiently resolving queries consisting
of keywords, partial keywords, wildcards and ranges, using
successive refinements and pruning. Fig. 1 presents the overall
architecture of Squid.

Squid provides applications with two primitives: publish and
query. Publish is used to store data elements (or references to them)
within Squid, and query is used to query Squid for data elements.
The data itself is directly transferred between nodes as in any P2P
system.
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Fig. 2. Keyword spaces: (a) a two-dimensional keyword space for a file sharing system. The data element “document” is described by keywords computer and network; (b) a
three-dimensional keyword space for storing computational resources, using the attributes: storage space, base bandwidth and cost; (c) a two-dimensional keyword space.
There are three web services described by keywords: (flights, booking), (flights, schedule), (car, rental).

Fig. 3. Space-Filling Curve approximations: (a) first-order approximation; (b) second-order approximation; (c) third-order approximation. The colored regions represent
clusters: a 3-cell cluster and a 12-cell cluster.
3.1. Constructing an index space: Locality-preserving mappings

A key component of a data lookup system is the index space and
a mapping that deterministically maps data elements to this index
space. In order to support complex keyword searches (i.e., queries
containing ranges, wildcards and/or partial keywords) in a data
lookup system, each data element is associated with a sequence
of keywords, and the mapping is defined such that it preserves
keyword locality.

The keywords form a multi-dimensional keyword space where
data elements are points in the space and the keywords are the
coordinates. The keywords can be viewed as base-n numbers,
for example n can be 10 for numeric items or 26 for English
words. Examples of keyword spaces are shown in Fig. 2. Two data
elements are “local” if they are close together in this keyword
space, for example, keywords that are lexicographically close
(e.g., computer and company) or have common keywords. Not
all combinations of characters represent meaningful keywords,
and as a result the keyword space is sparse with non-uniformly
distributed data elements.

As noted above, the index space should preserve locality, so that
a query containing ranges, partial keywords and/or wildcards is
resolved in a scalable manner by a few number of nodes. In Squid,
such an index space is constructed using Space Filling Curves.

3.1.1. Space-Filling Curves
A Space-Filling Curve (SFC) is a continuous mapping from a d-

dimensional space to a one-dimensional space, i.e., f : Nd
→ N. The

d-dimensional space is viewed as a d-dimensional cube, which is
mapped onto a line such that the line passes once through each
point in the volume of the cube, entering and exiting the cube only
once. Using this mapping, a point in the cube can be described by
its spatial coordinates, or by the distance along the line measured
from one of its ends.

An SFC is constructed recursively. The d-dimensional cube
is first partitioned into nd equal sub-cubes (points). The first
approximation to a Space-Filling Curve is obtained by connecting
these nd sub-cubes to form a single continuous curve. The
second approximation is obtained by using the same algorithm
to subdivide and fill each sub-cube. These curves traversing
the sub-cubes are rotated and reflected such that they can be
connected in a continuous curve connecting the n2d sub-cubes.
The kth approximation of the SFC is the line that connects nkd

cells. An example is presented in Fig. 3. Fig. 3 (a) shows the first-
order approximation of an SFC, Fig. 3 (b) shows the second-order
approximation, and Fig. 3 (c) shows the third-order approximation.

An important property of SFCs is digital causality, which follows
from the SFC’s recursive nature. An SFC constructed at the kth
approximation has nkd points. If distances across the line are
expressed as base-n numbers, then the numbers that refer to all
the points that are in a sub-cube and belong to a line segment are
identical in their first (k − 1)d digits. This property is illustrated in
Fig. 3 (a) and (b). The sub-cube (1, 0) in (a), with SFC index 11 is
refined resulting in four sub-cubes in (b), each with the same first
two digits as the original sub-cube.

SFCs are also locality preserving. Points that are close together
in the one-dimensional space (the curve) are mapped from
points that are close together in the d-dimensional space. The
reverse property is not true; not all adjacent sub-cubes in the d-
dimensional space are adjacent or even close on the curve. A group
of contiguous sub-cubes in the d-dimensional space will typically
be mapped to a collection of segments on the SFC. These segments
are called clusters, and are shown in Fig. 3 (c). In this figure the
colored regions represent 3-cell and 12-cell clusters.

There are different types of SFCs [21] each exhibiting different
locality-preserving properties (also called clustering properties).
The Morton curve (z-curve), Gray code, and Hilbert curve are
shown in Fig. 4. The degree to which locality is preserved by a
particular SFC is defined by the number of clusters that an arbitrary
region in the d-dimensional space is mapped to.

In this research we use the Hilbert SFC to map data elements
to the index space as it is widely believed that this curve achieves
the best clustering [15]. In our system, SFCs are used to generate
the one-dimensional index space from the multi-dimensional
keyword space. Applying the Hilbert mapping to this multi-
dimensional space, each data element is mapped to a point on
the SFC. Any range query or query composed of keywords, partial
keywords, or wildcards, are mapped to regions in the keyword
space and corresponding clusters in the SFC.

Note that, if the type of queries is known a-priori, an SFC can
be chosen such that the number of clusters is minimized for those
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ig. 4. Examples of Space-Filling Curves (first and second order): (a) Morton curve,
b) Gray code, (c) Hilbert curve.

pecific types of queries. Squid is a generic information discovery
ystem and does not make any assumptions about the queries.
owever, any recursive SFC can be used in Squid.

.1.2. Mapping the keyword space to the index space
This section describes the process of mapping the keyword

pace to the index space using the Hilbert SFC. The example chosen
o illustrate the process uses Englishwords as keywords, which are
reated as base-26 numbers.

The Hilbert SFC is base-2, i.e., each level of approximation
s obtained from the previous one by refining each point into
d new points. At level-k of approximation, each axis has 2k

ossible coordinates, and a coordinate is expressed as a k-bit
inary number. As shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (b), the first level
f approximation has 1-bit coordinates, and the second level of
pproximation has 2-bit coordinates.
Fig. 5. (a) Hilbert SFC, the fifth approximation; (b) Morton SFC (z-curve), base 26, the first approximation.
English words can be viewed in the context of a base-26
coordinate space. Each character, in binary format, is 5-bit long.
Since we need 5 bits to represent each character, the Hilbert SFC
has to be refined 5 times. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 (a), which
shows the fifth approximation of Hilbert SFC and the mapping of
the set of alphabets such that 00000 corresponds to ’a’, 00001 to
’b’, 00010 to ’c’, etc. The colored region in Fig. 5 (a) shows the
portion of the space actually used when only alphabets are used
to construct keywords. As the figure shows, there are 6 additional
positions on each axis. These can be used for other characters
(e.g., numeric, punctuations, etc.), or left unused. If they are not
used, the correspondingportions of the SFCwill never bepopulated
with data.

In general, if representing the characters used for the keywords
requires b-bits, the base recursion step will be the bth approxima-
tion of the Hilbert SFC. For English alphabets, the base recursion
step is the fifth approximation of the curve, as shown in Fig. 5. If
the keyword is c characters long, the curve will be refined bc times.

Note that since English alphabets are represented as base-26
numbers, the ideal solution would be to use a 26-base SFC. Fig. 5
(b) shows an example of a modified Morton curve, in base 26.
The problem with this curve is that it does a poor job-preserving
locality for horizontal queries.

3.2. Mapping indices to peers

Since Squid uses a one-dimensional index space, a one-
dimensional overlay is the overlay of choice [26,20]. The character-
istics of such a one-dimensional overlay are summarized below.

The nodes have a m-bit unique identifier chosen from
an identifier space [0, 2m). The nodes are ordered based on
their identifiers and each node maintains information about its
successor and predecessor in the identifier space. Each node also
maintains a routing table containing information about other
neighbors in the identifier space. These neighbors are selected
deterministically, using an overlay-specific metric. The routing
table is used for efficient routing. The overlay provides a single
operation, “lookup(key)”: given the key associated with a data
element, the node responsible for storing it is located. The routing
tables are constructed so that data lookup takes O(log N) hops,
where N is the number of nodes in the system.

In our implementation, node identifiers are generated ran-
domly. The SFC index space is chosen to be the same as the node
identifier space, [0, 2m). Each data element is mapped, based on its
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Fig. 6. Example of a one-dimensional overlay network with a circular node
identifier space [0, 26). Each node stores the keys that map to the segment of the
curve between itself and the predecessor node.

Fig. 7. Publishing a data element which represents a computational resource (a
machine with 2 MB memory and 1 Mbps bandwidth): (a) the data element (2, 1)
is mapped to the index 7, using Hilbert SFC; (b) the data element is stored in the
overlay at node 13, the successor of index 7.

SFC-based index (also called its key) to the first nodewhose identi-
fier is equal to or follows the key in the identifier space. This node
is called the successor of the key. For example, consider the sam-
ple ring overlay network similar to Chord [26] shown in Fig. 6. In
this example, data elements with keys 1 to 15 will map to node 15,
which is the successor of these keys.

3.3. Publishing data

Publishing data elements in Squid requires three steps: (1)
describe the data elements using keywords, (2) construct the index
using the Hilbert SFC, and (3) store the data (or a reference to the
data) in the systemusing this index. Fig. 7 illustrates the publishing
process. As Fig. 7 shows, the curve is “flattened” and “wrapped”
around the one-dimensional overlay. Each node is responsible for
storing data elements associated with the segment between its
predecessor and itself.

3.4. The query engine

The primary function of the query engine is to efficiently
process user queries. As described above, data elements in the
system are associated with a sequence of up to d keywords, where
d is the dimensionality of the keyword space. Queries can consist
of a combination of keywords, partial keywords, or wildcards. The
expected result of a query is the complete set of data elements that
match the query. For example, (computer, network), (computer,
net*) and (comp*, *) are all valid queries. Another type of query
is a range query where at least one dimension specifies a range.
For example if the index encodes memory, CPU frequency and
base bandwidth resources, the query (256–512 MB, *, 10 Mbps-*)
specifies a machine with memory between 256 and 512 MB, any
CPU frequency and at least 10 Mbps base bandwidth.

Processing a query consists of two steps: translating the
keyword query to relevant clusters of the SFC-based index space,
and querying the appropriate nodes in the overlay network.
Fig. 8. Searching the system: (a) regions in a two-dimensional space defined by
the queries (*, 4) and (4-7, 0-3); (b) the clusters defined by query (*, 4) are stored at
nodes 33 and 47, and the cluster defined by the range query (4-7, 0-3) is stored at
nodes 51 and 0.

Simple queries (i.e., queries consisting of whole keywords and
no wildcards or ranges) are mapped to at most one point in
the index space, and the node containing the result is located
using the overlay network’s lookup protocol. Complex queries
(e.g., containing partial keywords, wildcards and/or ranges)
identify a set of points (data elements) in the keyword space that
correspond to a set of points (indices) in the index space. In Fig. 8
(a), the query (*, 4) identifies 8 points (the horizontal region)which
define three segments of the curve (i.e., clusters),which aremarked
by different patterns in the figure. Similarly, the query (4-7, 0-3)
identifies 16 points, defining the square region in Fig. 8 (a) which
represents one cluster.

Each cluster may contain zero, one or more data elements
that match the query. Depending on its size, a cluster may be
mapped to one or more adjacent nodes in the overlay network.
A node may also store more than one cluster. For example, in
Fig. 8 (b), node 33 stores 2 clusters, and the 16-cell cluster is
stored at nodes 51 and 0. Once the clusters associated with a query
are identified, straightforward query processing would consist of
sending a query message for each cluster. A query message for a
cluster is routed to the appropriate node in the overlay network
using a cluster identifier and the lookup protocol provided by the
overlay network. The cluster identifier is constructed using the SFC
digital causality property. The digital causality property guarantees
that all the cells that form a cluster have the same first i digits.
These i digits are called the cluster prefix and form the first i digits of
the required m digit identifier. The rest of the identifier is padded
with zeros.

3.5. Optimized query engine

The number of clusters can be very high for complex queries,
and sending a message for each cluster is not a scalable solution.
For example, consider the query (000, *) in Fig. 8, but using base-26
digits and higher-order approximation of the Space-Filling Curve.
The cost of sending a message for each cluster can be prohibitive.

The scalability of query processing can be optimized using the
observation that a large number of clusters will typically be stored
at the same node. The goal is to identify the set of clusters so that
each node containingmatching data receives onemessage (or very
few messages) per query. However, the exact number of clusters
per node cannot be known at the nodewhere the query is initiated.
The solution is to use the recursive nature of the SFC and its digital
causality property to decentralize and distribute the process of
cluster generation across multiple nodes in the system, that might
be responsible for storing the clusters.

Since SFC generation is recursive and clusters are segments
on the curve, these clusters can also be generated recursively.
The digital causality property of the curve allows us to generate
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Fig. 9. Recursive generation of cluster (000, 000-001). Each refinement results in a bigger cluster prefix (bold digits). The cluster identifier is obtained by padding the cluster
prefix with zeros, until the specified length is reached (in this case 6).

Fig. 10. Query optimization: (a) recursive refinement of the query (011, *): one cluster on the first-order Hilbert curve, two clusters on the second-order Hilbert curve, four
clusters on the third-order Hilbert curve; (b) recursive refinement of the query (011, *) viewed as a tree. Each node is a cluster, and the bold characters are cluster’s prefixes;
(c) embedding the leftmost tree path (solid arrows) and the rightmost path (dashed arrows) onto the overlay network topology. (d) Pseudo-code of query processing at a
node.
the cluster identifier hierarchically, each level of refinement
generating a longer cluster prefix.

Fig. 9 illustrates the recursive cluster generation process.
Recursive query processing and cluster generation can be viewed
as constructing a tree. At each level of the tree the query defines
a number of clusters, which are refined to generate more clusters
at the next level. The tree is embedded onto the overlay network:
the root of the tree performs the first refinement of the query, and
each subsequent node further refines the query and forwards the
resulting sub-queries down the tree to appropriate nodes in the
system.Query optimization consists of pruningnodes from the tree
during the construction phase.
Fig. 10 illustrates this optimization process. Fig. 10 (a) shows the
successive refinement for the query (011, *) in a two-dimensional
space, with base-2 digits as coordinates. Fig. 10 (b) shows the
corresponding tree, with the tree’s leaves representing all possible
matches to the query. The overlay network uses six digits for node
identifiers, and the arrows are labeledwith the prefix of the cluster
being solved.

In Fig. 10 (c) the query is initiated at node 111000. The first
cluster has prefix 0, so the cluster’s identifier will be 000000. Node
111000 sends the cluster to node 000000,which further refines the
cluster and generates two sub-clusterswith prefixes 00 and 01. The
cluster with prefix 00 remains at the same node, where it is further
refined, resulting in two sub-clusters with prefixes 0001 and 001
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sent to the nodes 000100 and001001 respectively. The clusterwith
prefix 01 and identifier 010000 goes to node 100001 (dashed line),
but this cluster will not be refined at node 100001 because the
node’s identifier is greater than that of the query, and all matching
data elements for the cluster and its sub-clusters should be stored
at this node.

The optimization greatly reduces the number of clusters that
need to be generated as well as the number of messages required
during query resolution. Further, it distributes query processing
across nodes in the overlay. Ideally the nodes involved in query
resolution are also the nodes that store matching data. A small
number of additional nodes, which do not store matching data for
the query, may also be involved. This is because the routing in
Squid is based on prefixes; the complete identifiers of the clusters
are not known at the intermediate nodes in the query processing
tree and are known only at the leaf nodes. The clusters are routed
to the first node in the overlay with the same or a greater prefix.
As a result, all nodes that share prefixes with the cluster will be
contacted until the node that stores the cluster is reached.

However, the number of additional nodes involved in the
optimized query processing is small. There are two reasons for this:
(1) the actual prefixes used in a real systemare longer than the ones
presented in the simple example (e.g. at least 10-bit long), and (2)
the node identifier space is very large compared to the number of
nodes existing in the system. This means that the probability for
multiple nodes having common prefixes is small. This is validated
by the results presented in Section 5.

3.6. Application-specific issues

3.6.1. Interchangeable axes
Some applications may have a keyword space where the axes

are interchangeable. For example, this would be the case for a
collection of scientific articles where the keywords describe the
content of the articles. In this case any keyword can belong to any
axis. For example an article described by the keywords “computer”
and “network” and stored in a two-dimensional keyword space,
can be stored as (computer, network) or (network, computer). In
this example, when searching for (computer, *), we would have
to search for both (computer, *) and (*, computer), to get all
the matches in the system. This is illustrated in Fig. 11, where a
data element described by keywords “computer” and “network”
is stored only as (network, computer). As a result the query
(computer, *) which should find this data element, does not.

There are two ways to address this issue. The first one is to
store each data elementmultiple times, once for each permutation
of the keywords, i.e., the data element in Fig. 11 should be stored
as (computer, network) and (network, computer). If the keyword
space has d-axis, each data element has to be stored d! times.
Fig. 12 illustrates this process for the data element (0, 1, 3),
indexing it 3! times. However, we believe that a data element will
be stored fewer than d! times, since more than one identifier will
typically be mapped to the same node, as demonstrated by the
experiment below.

The number of nodes that store a data element indexed d!
times was experimentally measured as follows. We used 104 data
elements, which were CiteSeer [8] HTML files describing scientific
articles. The data elements were described using 8-character
long keywords. Three-dimensional, five-dimensional and seven-
dimensional keyword spaces were used, and the system size was
varied from 103 to 105 nodes. Each data element was indexed d!
times, and a lookup was performed for each resulting index. We
counted the number of distinct nodes identified by the lookup
mechanism for each data element. The results were averaged, and
are presented in Fig. 13.
Fig. 11. Storing a data element described by the keywords “computer”
and “network” using the keyword ordering (network, computer). The query
(computer, *) defines a region that does not include the data element.

Fig. 12. Mapping the data element (0, 1, 3), using a three-dimensional space
indexed by the Hilbert SFC. The data element is indexed 6 times, corresponding to
all permutations. Each permutation is represented as a cube.

Fig. 13. Percentage of nodes storing data elements, each data element being
indexed d! times.

Fig. 13 shows that the percentage of nodes storing a data
element is small, and it decreases as the size of the system
increases. Further, the factorials seem to disappear, especially for
high-dimensional keyword spaces. For example, when using 7
keywords, a data element should be indexed 7! = 5040 times.
However, as seen in Fig. 13, if the system has 103 nodes, only 47
(4.7%) nodes on average store the data element. For systems with
104 and 105 nodes, 111 (1.11%) nodes respectively 270 (0.27%)
nodes store the data element, on average.
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Fig. 14. (a) Regions in a two-dimensional keyword space defined by queries (1, *) and (*, 1). (b) The region in a two-dimensional keyword space used by data elements
when their keywords are ordered lexicographically. (c) Regions in a two-dimensional keyword space defined by queries (0-1, 1) and (1, 1-3).
The second approach is to store the data element only once and
to consider the d! permutations while querying. Fig. 14 (a) shows
the region that has to be searched for the query (1, *). Both (1, *)
and (*, 1) queries need to be resolved.

In this case the region to be searched can be reduced if the
keywords are sorted in lexicographical order. Sorting the keywords
in lexicographical order and assigning them to axis in that order
leads to a keyword space that is almost half empty. The data
elements will be stored on the diagonal, and above it. Fig. 14 (b)
illustrates this situation. The queries are modified accordingly in
this case, since they need to cover a smaller region. For example,
as Fig. 14 (c) shows, the query (1, *)will be resolvedusing two range
queries: (0-1, 1) and (1, 1-3).

The first solution is preferred, since publishing is less expensive
than querying. Note that this is not an issue in applications where
each axis has a distinct meaning.

3.6.2. Keyword space dimensionality
Thedimensionality of the keyword space dictates themaximum

number of keywords allowed. Analysis has shown that the locality-
preserving property of SFC begins to deteriorate for information
spaces of dimensionality greater than five [15]. As the keyword
space dimensionality grows, the queries define more clusters,
which are scattered further and further apart on the curve,
requiring more nodes to be queried.

Squid uses two solutions to address this problem. A simple
solution is to use the most relevant subset of keywords to index
the data element using SFC, and the rest of the keywords to create
a local index at the node storing the data elements.When querying
the system, the query will be resolved at two levels: keywords
for searching the SFC index, and keywords for searching the local
index. For example, if the data elements are text files, and the
keywords are assigned relevancies (e.g., frequency, weight), the
keywords used by Squid will be the most relevant ones.

The second approach is application-specific, and can be applied
to keyword spaces where the keywords are values of globally-
known attributes and each axis of the keyword space corresponds
to an attribute. In this case, the keywords can be grouped into
possibly overlapping sets such that each set can be queried
independent of others. An index space is constructed for each set
and all indices are mapped onto the same overlay of peer nodes.
Local indices can also be created for additional (less significant)
attributes.

3.7. Balancing load

The SFC-based mapping preserves keyword locality and the
index space will also preserve this locality. Since the node
identifiers are randomly generated and uniformly distributed in
the identifier space, the load will not be balanced when the data
elements are mapped to the nodes, and additional load balancing
is required. Two load-balancing strategies are described below.
3.7.1. Load balancing at node join
When a node joins the system, the incoming node generates

several identifiers (e.g., 5 to 10) and sends multiple join messages
using these identifiers. Nodes that are logical successors of these
identifiers respond reporting their load. The new node uses the
identifier that will place it in the most loaded part of the network.
In this way, nodes will tend to follow the distribution of the data
from the very beginning. With n identifiers being generated, the
cost to find the best successor is O(n logN), and the cost of updating
the tables is not affected. However, this step is not sufficient by
itself. The runtime load-balancing algorithms presented below
further improve load distribution.

3.7.2. Load balancing at runtime
The runtime load balancing consists of periodically running a

local load-balancing algorithm between a few neighboring nodes.
Two load-balancing algorithms are defined. In the first algorithm,
neighboring nodes exchange information about their loads and the
most loaded nodes give a part of their load to their neighbors. As a
result, one of the nodes changes its identifier by leaving the system
using the old identifier and joining it using the new one. As this
is expensive, this load-balancing algorithm cannot be used very
often.

The second load-balancing algorithm uses virtual nodes. In this
algorithm, each physical node houses multiple virtual nodes. The
load at a physical node is the sum of the load of its virtual nodes.
When the load on a virtual node goes above a threshold, the virtual
node is split into two or more virtual nodes. If the physical node
is overloaded, one or more of its virtual nodes can migrate to
less loaded physical nodes. The migrating node keeps its node
identifier, but changes its physical address. The cost of this load-
balancing algorithm is the cost to update the routing tables with
the new physical address.

An evaluation of the load-balancing algorithms described here
can be found in [23].

4. Analyzing the search characteristics and performance of
squid

This section analyzes the search characteristics of the SFC-based
index used by Squid. Specifically, the analysis proves that for a
query q representing p% of the data elements stored in the system,
the number of nodes with matching data elements approaches p%
when the total number of nodes is sufficiently large. The symbols
used in the analysis are summarized in Table 1.

The queries used in the analysis are rectilinear polyhe-
drons [15], i.e., any (d-1)-dimensional polygonal surface of the
query is perpendicular to one of the d coordinate axis. Further,
it is assumed that the system is load balanced and each node
stores approximately the same number of data elements. Data el-
ements are unique and each corresponds to a point on the curve
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2 The keyword space is partitioned into 2kd cells. The node identifier space is
[0, 2kd), and each node stores at least one cell. In this case, n → ∞ is equivalent to
n → 2kd .
Table 1
Definition of symbols

Symbol Definition

d Dimensionality of the keyword space
k Maximum approximation level for the SFC
n Number of nodes in the system
q Generic query
p Percentage of data the query represents at level-k of approximation
b The level of approximation for the SFC where a node stores

approximately a cell
Nq Number of nodes with matching data for query q

Fig. 15. Query q defines segments on the curve: the c-segments are colored in
white and the s-segments are colored in black. The light colored cells represent data
elements.

(i.e., the index). Note that the distribution of data elements in the d-
dimensional space (and on the curve) may vary, depending on the
nature of the data indexed. The analysis first considers the general
case where the distribution of data elements in the d-dimensional
space is unknown and derives bounds on the number of nodeswith
matching data for an arbitrary query. It then tightens this bound for
the casewhen data stored in the system is uniformly distributed on
the curve.

4.1. Distribution of data not known

Let k be themaximum approximation level of the curve, i.e., the
number of times that the curve can be refined. In this case, the
keyword space is partitioned into 2kd points and the curve is 2kd

points long. Let [0, 2kd) be the identifier space for the nodes in
the overlay. Each node stores at least one data element. The upper
bound for the number of nodes in the system is 2kd.

The queries are expressed at level-k of approximation. This is
a natural choice since the maximum approximation level for the
curve is k and a query can be refined at most k times. As the system
is load balanced, each node has the same number of data elements
and a different number of empty points, depending on the data
distribution. For simplicity, a two-dimensional keyword space is
used to illustrate the reasoning in the analysis below. However, the
analysis applies for all values of d.

For d = 2, the generic query q is a rectangle, n1 × n2, where n1
is the dimension along x-axis, and n2 the dimension along y-axis.
Let the query q match p% of the total data stored in the system,
i.e., the region n1 × n2 defined by the query contains p% of the
Fig. 16. (a) The sequence S stored at 2 nodes; both have to be queried, since they
store c-segments. (b) The sequence S stored at 4 nodes; only 3 nodes have to be
queried, the white node stores only a region of an s-segment, and no c-segment.

total data in the space (see Eq. (1)). The curve enters and exits
the region defined by the query multiple times and the segments
of the curve that lie inside the region are the clusters of interest.
These clusters are termed as c-segments, and the parts of the curve
between successive c-segments lying outside the region are called
s-segments. As a result, each query defines a continuous span of the
SFC, which is a sequence S: c0s1c1...smcm where m is the number of
s-segments. Fig. 15 shows an example of a query and the sequence
of segments defined by the query for the Hilbert SFC.
n1 × n2 = p% (1)
p% ≤ Nq ≤ a%. (2)

Since the SFC index is mapped to successive nodes of the
overlay, the sequence S will be mapped to a successive subset of
nodes. Further, S will index at least p% of the data since the s-
segments may also index data. Assume that S indexes a% of the
data. This data will be stored on approximately a% of the nodes
(see the appendix for proof). However, the nodes of interest are
the ones that store the p% data that matches the query. The actual
percentage of nodes storing this matching p% data will be between
p% and a% (see Eq. (2)), and will depend on how the data is
distributed along S. Note that there may be nodes that store parts
of both c-segment and s-segment. These nodes will also have to be
queried. Fig. 16 shows two possible mappings of the sequence S to
nodes: in (a) both nodes storing sequence S are queried, since they
store c-segments; in (b) only three nodes out of four are queried as
one of them stores only a s-segment.

As the number of nodes in the system grows and approaches
the number of cells in the keyword space, 2kd, the number of data
elements stored at each node becomes less than or equal to 1.
As a result, nodes will tend to store s-segments or c-segments
but not both. In this case, the percentage of nodes with matches
approaches p%.
lim
n→∞

Nq = lim
n→2kd

Nq = n1 × n2.
2

The upper bound of a% in the analysis above is not very
precise. However, it is not possible to come with a better upper
bound without knowledge of the distribution of data in the d-
dimensional space (and on the curve), and without considering
particular queries. Such a specific case, where the data is uniformly
distributed in the space, is considered in the next subsection.
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3 The bounding box is approximated without rounding up since the numbers
involved are very large. The simple example shown in the figure is for illustration
purposes only.
Fig. 17. Example of a query in a two-dimensional space,mapped by aHilbert curve:
the query at level-4 of approximation and the bounding box at level 2.

Fig. 18. Sequence S mapped onto the overlay of nodes, the nodes being uniformly
distributed in the identifier space.

4.2. Uniform distribution of data

Let the data elements be uniformly distributed on the curve.
Assuming that the system is load balanced, each node will
store approximately the same number of data elements. Further,
assuming that the node identifiers are also uniformly distributed
in the identifier space, each node will be responsible for
approximately the same number of points in the space.

For simplicity, a two-dimensional keyword space is once again
used to illustrate our reasoning in the analysis below. As for the
general case, k is the maximum level of refinement for the curve.
The generic query q considered in the analysis is a rectangle
in a two-dimensional space, n1 × n2, expressed at level-k of
approximation. The query has n1 × n2 level-k cells, and matches
p% of the total data elements in the system.

Fig. 17 shows an example of a n1 × n2 query, and the
corresponding sequence S. Fig. 18 shows the sequence S projected
onto the SFC and stored at nodes in the overlay. In this example 4
out of 6 nodes store the c-segments (clusters).

The SFC is generated recursively, i.e., at each level of approxima-
tion the d-dimensional space is partitioned into a number of points
that are traversed by the curve. At level-k of approximation there
are 2kd points, and the curve has 2kd points as well. Further, as the
data is uniformly distributed in the d-dimensional space, there is
approximately the same amount of data stored in any point at any
level of approximation less than k. Let n be the number of nodes
in the system such that, at level-b of approximation, b < k, each
node stores approximately one point. In this case, n ' 2bd. As noted
earlier, the rectangular query is specified at level-k of approxima-
tion. At level-b of approximation, the number of points defined by
the query will be the same as the number of nodes with data el-
ements that matches the query. The rectangle that the query de-
fines at level-b can be regarded as a minimum bounding box for
the level-k query.

Fig. 17 illustrates the situation described above. The small
rectangle represents the query, and the big one represents the
bounding box. The query is defined at level-4 of approximation and
has 10×2 level-4 points. The bounding box is defined at level-2 of
approximation (i.e., b = 2) and has 4× 1 level-2 points, each point
being stored at a node. Fig. 18 shows how the sequence S is stored
at nodes; there are 6 nodes that store S, since it is assumed that
each node stores a level-2 point, and the sequence S traverses 6
level-2 points.

The number of nodes with matching data, Nq, can be computed
as follows. Let m1 and m2 be the dimensions of the bounding box
along the x- and y-axis respectively. The bounding box has m1 ×

m2 level-b points. At level-k of approximation the d-dimensional
space has 2kd points. At level-b of approximation the d-dimensional
space has 2bd points. Each level-b point has 2d(k−b) level-k points,
i.e., 22(k−b) points in a two-dimensional space. m1 and m2 can be
approximated as m1 = d

n1
2k−b e, m2 = d

n2
2k−b e. Nq can be expressed

as3:

Nq = m1 × m2 =

⌈
n1
2k−b

⌉
×

⌈
n2
2k−b

⌉
'

n1
2k−b

×
n2
2k−b

=
n1 × n2
22(k−b)

.

The d-dimensional keyword space has 2kd cells, and the node
identifier space is [0, 2kd), each node storing at least a cell. In this
case, n → ∞ is equivalent to b → k.

lim
n→∞

Nq = lim
b→k

Nq = n1 × n2

=> p% of the nodes are involved.
For a d-dimensional space, we have the following:

Nq '
∏
i=1,d

ni

2k−b
=

∏
i=1,d

ni

2d(k−b)

lim
n→∞

Nq = lim
b→k

Nq =
∏
i=1,d

ni

=> p% of the nodes are involved.
The upper bound for the number of nodes involved in a query

depends on the number of nodes in the system. If the system has
only one node, it is obvious that 100% of the nodeswill be involved.
For a system with n = 2bd nodes, the query q defined above will
have to touch at most the nodes storing the bounding box cells,
i.e., d n1

2k−b e × d
n2

2k−b e. For a d-dimensional space, the upper bound is∏
i=1,dd

ni
2k−b e.

5. Experimental evaluation

This section presents simulation results that validate the
analysis presented in Section 4 and demonstrate the efficiency
of the Squid query engine. Two sets of data were used in this
evaluation: (1) synthetically generated data, uniformly distributed
on the curve, and (2) real data consisting of CiteSeer HTML files [8].
The objectives of the experiments were to demonstrate that: (1)
as the number of nodes in the system grows, the percentage of
nodes with matches for a query approaches the percentage of the
data matched, and (2) the optimization used by the query engine
is successful at reducing the number of clusters that have to be
generated for a query, and that the number of extra nodes involved
in the process is small.
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Fig. 19. Uniformly distributed synthetic three-dimensional data, queries with
coverage 1%, 0.1% and 0.01%, plotted using a logarithmic scale on both axis.

The performance of Squid is evaluated using a simulator
that implements the SFC-based mapping, the overlay network,
the load-balancing steps, and the query engine with the query
optimizations described earlier. The current implementation of
Squid uses the Chord [26] overlay network topology. However,
any one-dimensional overlay network can be used within Squid
(e.g., Pastry [20]). We choose Chord because of its simplicity of
design, resilience and performance.

All queries were issued on a load-balanced system where each
node stored the same quantity of data. It was assumed that the
system stores only the index (SFC numerical index, keywords, and
a reference to the data), and not the actual data. Only unique
data was used where each data element was described uniquely
by keywords, and had a unique SFC index. Queries containing
ranges, partial keywords and/or wildcards were evaluated. The
resultswere grouped by query coverage, i.e., the percentage of data
matched, and the average was computed for each group.

Note that the results presented here are independent of the
overlay used. We measured only the nodes involved in query
processing. The additional nodes involved in routing the queries
are overlay-dependent and are not presented here.

5.1. Evaluation using synthetically generated, uniformly distributed
data

The first set of experiments used a three-dimensional keyword
space composed of 224 cells and systems of sizes 103, 104, 105

and 106 nodes. The system was populated with 224 unique,
synthetically generated data elements that completely populated
the space and resulted in a uniform distribution.

Three classes of queries were used in the evaluation providing
coverage of 1%, 0.1% and 0.01% respectively. A query with a
coverage of 1% matched 1% of the total data stored in the system.
The same set of queries was used for each system size. The results
are plotted in Fig. 19 using a logarithmic scale on both axis: the x-
axis plots the size of the system, and the y-axis plots the percentage
of nodes with data matching the query. The percentage of nodes
with matches decreases as the size of the system increases, and
for a system with 106 nodes, the percentage of the nodes with
matches is approximately the same as the percentage of data the
query matches. This is consistent with our analysis, since the 106

node system is close to the number of cells in the keyword space,
i.e., 224

' 1.6 × 107.
A similar set of experiments were carried out using a five-

dimensional keyword space composed of 240 cells, for the same
four system sizes as above, i.e., 103, 104, 105 and 106 nodes. Three
categories of queries were tested with coverage of 10−3%, 10−4%
and 10−5%. The results are plotted in Fig. 20 using a logarithmic
scale on both axes. As the figure shows, the percentage of the
nodes with matching data decreases as the system size grows.
Fig. 20. Uniformly distributed synthetic five-dimensional data, queries with
coverage 10−3%, 10−4% and 10−5%, plotted using a logarithmic scale on both axis.

Fig. 21. Distribution of CiteSeer data on the Hilbert SFC. The curve has 248 points
which are divided into 1000 bins. The y-axis plots the number of data elements in
each bin using a logarithmic scale.

However, the difference between the percentage of the nodes with
matching data and the coverage of the query is greater than in the
three-dimensional case. There are two reasons for this behavior. (1)
The maximum system size tested is still small compared with the
number of cells in the keyword space - the maximum size tested is
106, while the number of cells is 240

' 1012. (2) The clustering
property of the curve deteriorates as the dimensionality of the
space grows. It was proven [15] that the Hilbert SFC begins to loose
its clustering property beyond 5 dimensions.

5.2. Evaluation using real data from CiteSeer

The second set of experiments were performed using real data
from CiteSeer [8] consisting of HTML files describing scientific
papers. A set of keywords was extracted from the title and abstract
of each paper, using a simple Information Retrieval (IR) tool. 4 ×

105 HTML files were indexed using the Hilbert SFC based on
the extracted keywords. The experiments were carried out in a
three-dimensional keyword space, composed of 248 cells, and three
system sizes with 103, 104 and 105 nodes. A 106 node system was
not used as the number of data elements to be stored in the system
is 4×105, and having 106 nodes would lead to nodes without data.
Three classes of queries with coverage of 1%, 0.1% and 0.01% were
used.

The distribution of the data on the SFC curve is shown in Fig. 21.
Since the curve has 248 points, it is divided into 1000 bins in the
plot. The x-axis plots the bin number and the y-axis plots the
number of data elements in each bin. As the figure shows, the data
is not uniformly distributed. Note that there are empty spaces on
the curve, which are primarily due to the fact that the curve is
in base 32 (the basic step of recursion is the base-2 Hilbert SFC
refined 5 times) while the keywords using the English alphabet
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Fig. 22. CiteSeer three-dimensional data, querieswith coverage 1%, 0.1% and 0.01%,
plotted using a logarithmic scale on both axis.

are in base 26. However, even if these empty spaces are ignored,
the distribution is far from uniform.

The results from the simulation are plotted in Fig. 22. The plots
show that the percentage of nodes queried decreases as the size of
the system increases, and it approaches the percentage of data that
the querymatches. This, once again, is consistentwith our analysis.
Note that the plots are similar to those obtained for the synthetic
uniformly distributed data using a three-dimensional space (see
Fig. 19). The difference is the rate at which the percentage of nodes
with matches approaches the query coverage. This convergence is
faster for the uniformly distributed data. This is due to the fact
that, even though the size of the system is the same in the two
experiments, for the uniformly distributed data case the length of
the curve and the number of cells in the keyword space is 224, while
for the CiteSeer data, it is 248.

5.3. Query engine optimization

The experiments presented in this section evaluate the
optimization strategies used by the query engine. The experiments
were carried out for both the uniformly distributed synthetic
data and the real data from CiteSeer, using a three-dimensional
keyword space, and the same settings as the ones used in
the experiments above. Measurements included the number of
clusters generated for a query and the number of nodes involved
in resolving a query, with and without the optimization.

The number of clusters for queries with coverage of 1%, 0.1%
and 0.01% are plotted in Fig. 23. Two values were measured for
each query; (1) the number of clusters defined by the query on the
curvewith no optimization, and (2) the number of clusters actually
generated in the systemwhen the optimization is used. The values
Fig. 23. Number of clusters, normalized and plotted on a logarithmic scale. The line at y = 1 represents the clusters that the query defines on the curve. The other lines
represent the clusters generated using the optimized query engine. (a) Uniformly distributed synthetic three-dimensional data, queries with coverage of 1%, 0.1% and 0.01%;
(b) CiteSeer three-dimensional data, queries with coverage of 1%, 0.1% and 0.01%.
obtainedwere averaged for each query coverage group and system
size. Finally, the results for each query group were normalized and
plotted on a logarithmic scale.

As Fig. 23 shows, the number of clusters that have to be
generated is substantially reduced when the optimization is used.
For example, for a querywith 1% coverage and a system size of 104,
only 0.35% of the clusters need to be generated for the synthetic
data (see Fig. 23 (a)), and 0.08% for the CiteSeer data (see Fig. 23
(b)). The pruning is more effective for CiteSeer data due to the size
of the keyword space. The CiteSeer data uses a longer curve than
the synthetic data (248 rather than 224), while the system size is the
same in both cases. As a result, a longer span of the curve is stored
at a node in the CiteSeer case, and the probability of finding a larger
number of the clusters for a query at a node is higher.

Fig. 23 (a) plots the results for the synthetic data. It can be seen
that the clusters are prunedmore effectively as the coverage of the
query grows. This is not the case for the CiteSeer data as seen in
Fig. 23 (b). This is due to the relation between the percentage of
the data the query matches and the percentage of the space (or
curve) the query defines. In the uniformly distributed case, the re-
lation is 1:1, i.e., if the query matches p% of the data, the region
in space defined by the query will represent approximately p% of
the total space. The larger the query region, the bigger the number
of clusters it defines, and the greater the probability that more of
them are found at one node. In the case of the CiteSeer datawith an
unknown distribution, a query that represent p% of the total data
does not, in most of cases, define a region that represents p% of the
space — there will be regions in the space that are sparsely popu-
lated with data elements and other that are densely populated.

The number of nodes involved in query resolution are plotted
in Fig. 24 (a) and (b). The results with optimization and without
optimization are plotted on the same graph, using a logarithmic
scale on each axis. The graphs show that, as described in Section 4,
the optimization results in additional nodes being involved
in query resolution. However, this overhead induced by the
optimization is small (approximately 15% overhead for synthetic
data, and 7.5% overhead for CiteSeer data), when compared to the
number of clusters that are pruned.

6. Conclusion

Information discovery in large distributed systems in the
absence of global knowledge of naming conventions is a very
important and challengingproblem. The ability to support complex
queries and to offer guarantees are desired features for many
distributed applications. Squid addresses these challenges in
a decentralized manner and demonstrates that it is feasible
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Fig. 24. Percentage of nodes queried, with and without the optimization, plotted on a logarithmic scale. (a) Uniformly distributed synthetic three-dimensional data, queries
with coverage of 1%, 0.1% and 0.01%; (b) CiteSeer three-dimensional data, queries with coverage of 1%, 0.1% and 0.01%.
and advantageous to use structured P2P systems to search for
information. It uses a locality-preserving indexing scheme and a
query engine optimized for the indexing scheme to enable search
in structured, DHT-based P2P systems.

The behavior of the locality-preserving indexing mechanism
and the performance of the query engine were analyzed and
also measured experimentally. The analysis and simulation results
show that in large systems, for a generic query matching p% of
the total data in the system, the number of nodes with matching
data approaches p% of all nodes in the system. It also shows that
by optimizing the search process using recursive query refinement
and pruning, the number of nodes involved in the querying process
is close to the number of nodes storing data matching the query.

Squid has been integrated in several applications, proving that
it is a valuable component for decentralized large-scale distributed
applications. It has been used as a discovery mechanism in com-
putational Grids [22] and to share TMA data across scientific com-
munities [24]. Systems such as Meteor [12] and Rudder [13] use
Squid as a content routing mechanism. Meteor is a content-based
middleware for decoupled interactions in pervasive environments,
and Rudder is a decentralized coordination middleware.
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Appendix

Statement: Assume that the system is load balanced, i.e., each
node stores approximately the same quantity of data. If an SFC
segment S indexes a% of the data, then the number of nodes that
store the segment S is approximately a% of the total number of
nodes in the system (assuming that the total number of nodes is
greater than 100

a
).

Proof: Let n be the number of nodes in the system and t the
number of data elements stored in the system. The system is load
balanced ⇒ there are approximately the same number of data
elements per node, t

n
. Segment S stores a% of the data⇒ S contains

a
100 ∗ t data elements. The number of nodes storing the segment S
is:
a

100
∗ t ∗

n

t
=

a

100
∗ n

= a%of the total nodes.
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